HOME FRAGRANCES

The art of perfume and the art of living have always been as one at diptyque.

Home fragrances make up a unique and extremely rich olfactory universe. Whether traditional or unusual, diptyque products allow for “bespoke” perfuming, from small, cozy quarters to large spaces. An authentic know-how and expertise that are very distinctive features of the Maison.

Five ways of scenting a room expressed in the form of seven decorative objects, each with its own role and purpose.

Candles designed to fragrance rooms abundantly and progressively; scented wax ovals that can be discreetly slipped into a walk-in closet; room sprays with an instant effect; a patented hourglass with intimate diffusion properties; “Un Air de diptyque” diffusers that allow the user to instantly perfume small or large spaces instantly or even the cabin of a car...

Rituals to enchant your daily life.
SCENTED CANDLES

Since 1963 and our first scented candles - Thé, Aubépine and Cannelle – diptyque has been transforming light into perfume.

Through its collection of scented candles, diptyque reveals the olfactory treasures present in nature. Candle after candle, the collection builds up into an exceptional herbarium of scents.

A COLLECTION IN 5 SIZES

70 g  
Burns for 20 hours  
15 scents

190 g  
Burns for 60 hours  
49 scents

300 g  
Burns for 75 hours  
5 scents

600 g  
Burns for 90 hours  
1 scent

1.5 kg  
Burns for 120 hours  
5 scents
THE PRODUCT OF LUXURY CRAFTSMANSHIP
Fine, rare and precious, the raw materials are selected with the utmost care. Each candle receives a meticulous amount of attention, creating a balance between the perfumed concentrate, the blend of waxes and the selection of the wick in order to ensure optimal combustion. Producing these candles requires two days and eight separate processes, most of which are still carried out exclusively by hand.

FRAGRANCE DUOS, A SIGNATURE OF THE MAISON
Since 1963, the founders of diptyque have enjoyed creating unique atmospheres by combining two candles. Blending their scents produces an infinite palette of memories to be recreated, emotions to be rediscovered, journeys to be imagined...

Greece in the shade of fig trees
The flower festival
A winter evening in Provence

--------------------

USEFUL ADVICE
Allow the candle to burn until the surface is completely liquid. Then reposition the wick in the center and cut it regularly.

A NEW LIFE
Once the candle has burned down, wipe the inside of the glass with a cloth soaked in soapy water to remove the wax deposits and, then leave it to dry naturally. Then, give it a second life, and reuse it any way you please - as a single flower vase, brush pot, tea light holder, etc.
«UN AIR DE DIPTYQUE » DIFFUSERS

Light and free, diptyque’s scented creations for the home are carried on a breath of air.

The “Un Air de diptyque” range of diffusers is based on an exclusive diffusion process that is both simple and ingenious. The air becomes the carrier for the perfume, passing through the scented inserts placed inside the unit and faithfully reproducing each fragrance. The diffusion can be halted as promptly as it began, without leaving behind any sillage. So users can select or change perfumes in any way they please.

3 OBJECTS, FROM THE HOME TO THE CAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The electric diffuser</th>
<th>The electric wall diffuser</th>
<th>The car diffuser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 hours per capsule</td>
<td>40 hours per capsule</td>
<td>40 hours per capsule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-programmed</td>
<td>Pre-programmed</td>
<td>Pre-programmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-hour cycle</td>
<td>3-hour cycle</td>
<td>3-hour cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 scents</td>
<td>9 scents</td>
<td>9 scents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**THE ELECTRIC WALL DIFFUSER**

This new diffuser rounds off the range with its nomadic approach. Aesthetic, compact and practical, it is easy to use and move from one room to the next. You can also carry it with you in a suitcase, using it to fragrance any location you might visit.

---

**INTUITIVE DIFFUSION**

Simply press down on the electric diffuser or brush lightly against the front of the wall diffuser... both objects are extremely easy to activate and diffuse their fragrance instantly. The car diffuser should be fixed onto the air ventilation grill, where it will release its fragrance whenever the ventilation is used.

---

**SCENTED INSERTS**

These ingenious inserts contain beads saturated with concentrated perfume, faithfully reproducing every note of the fragrance. Each insert offers 40 hours of diffusion.
THE HOURGLASS

A unique object, designed as a poetic way to fragrance small, cozy spaces.

To start the diffusion cycle, just turn the hourglass over. Thanks to an ingenious process that combines gravity with capillary action, the perfume flows gradually from one glass container to the other. Its subtle scents are diffused, and time itself seems to stand still as the fragrance emerges.

A COMPANION TO KEEP CLOSE BY

The hourglass was designed to deliver its fragrance in a slow, gentle fashion, providing a discreet ambient scents. It is ideal for perfuming small spaces with a surface area up to 200 square feet.

USEFUL ADVICE

Turn the hourglass over and allow its one-hour cycle to flow without interruption. To optimize the fragrance diffusion, place the hourglass near a doorway or passageway. The airflow will help the scent disperse.
THE SCENTED OVAL

Redefining the use of wax - a porcelain object for fragrancing small, cosy spaces.

Here, the emblematic oval of the Maison houses a highly perfumed block of wax that disseminates its fragrance through cold diffusion. Designed for small spaces, the oval can be hung in a walk-in wardrobe, snuggled up against clean laundry or slipped into a suitcase.

ORIGIN
The scented oval is inspired by the small lavender sachets imported by the founders of the Maison in the early 1960s.

MANUFACTURING SECRET
To guarantee the quality of the engraving, the plaster molds used for making the biscuit ovals are broken after 30 pieces have been made. The wax is then poured into the small molds by hand. Its specific formula allows for a highly concentrated absorption of the perfume.

THE ROOM SPRAY

The room spray instantly creates a perfumed atmosphere in a room.

Formulated as an eau de toilette for the home, the room spray instantly enhances a room, leaving the desired intensity of fragrance floating in the air.

FRAGRANCING FABRICS
The room spray can also be used on curtains, fabric wall coverings and cushions.